
ONTHEMARK INVESTING CLUB LLC
MINUTES OF JANUARY 9, 2014

The monthly meeting of the ONTHEMARK Investing Club took place via audio conference on January 
9th, 2014 at 7:00 p.m.   Members present were: Linda Bates, Mark Bates, Mike Bates, Sue Bates, Cindy 
Creasy, Tom Fitzpatrick, Joe Kipp, Roger Kobel, Bill Lupone, Mike McCarl, Dan Miley, Steve Newsome 
and Ed Spyhalski.  Absent were:  Kevin Boggs, and Roger Kobel.

Welcome

Mark Bates welcomed everyone to the meeting and conducted the roll call.  

Review of Last Meeting

The minutes were approved as presented.

Treasurer’s Report

Linda reported that as of November 30th the club value was $79,133.07 resulting in a unit value of $12.60.  
As of December 31st, the club value increased to $80,236.68 calculating out to $12.78 for a unit value.   
There were no questions asked on the financial reports.    

Market Overview

Mark discussed a chart he displayed via Anymeeting from WBC Morrelli.  The chart shows trend lines and 
resistance.  He pointed out that the market could go down to 1810 and still be considered in positive 
territory.  Mark stated that he feels the market is still in an upward trend.  Dan agreed with the statement.  
Mark asked if anyone on the conference call had an opposing view.  Ed told the member’s present that 
Value Line recommends a 55 to 65% position in stock at this time.  Mark stated that he is still following the
investment model he submitted to the group at the last meeting.  

Existing Investments

CVS – Mark stated that the stock closed today at $69.92, which is up 35% since the club purchased it.  Joe 
feels that it is time to sell the stock.  Dan agreed that he does not see much more upside – maybe a point or 
two.  Joe suggested tightening the stoploss to 3-4%.  The club agreed to take the profits from the stock now 
and not chance it will drop.

UNP - The stock closed at $169, up 3.3% since purchased.  Joe liked the railroads because of oil transport, 
but there has been a couple of accidents recently and as a result there may be more regulations put on the 
railroads.  Joe stated that he sold his personal holdings.  Dan said the intrinsic value is $178 to $179.  Dan 
stated that he thought the stock was purchased to keep as a base holding but that he did not have a strong 
opinion either way.  Mark suggested selling tomorrow and taking the profits.  The club agreed.   

Market Presentation

Ed presented OLIN and DOW.  He feels both are good investments.  OLIN has jumped up so maybe we 
should wait for a slide to purchase.  They are both rated a “2” by Value Line. And they both pay a dividend.
Dan’s opinion was to not purchase DOW right now because it has been volatile lately and Schwab has it 
rated as a “hold”.  The earnings will be released on the 29th of this month, so maybe the club can review the



stock again at next month’s meeting.  Dan suggested maybe the club stay in cash for a month and regretted 
that the club missed the November meeting when DOW was at $38.  Ed agreed that sitting in cash for a 
month to let the market settle down was a good idea.
  

Next Meeting

Mark informed the members of two articles he put on the website.  One about the dogs of the Dow and the 
other about how to profit from a runaway bull market.  Mark asked Bill if there was anything he needed for
taxes.  Bill asked that Linda send him hard copies of individual ledger accounts and of each Scottrade 
statement for the past year.  Mark announced that he would recruit two members to give a presentation at 
the next club meeting that will take place on Thursday, February 13 th.  

Respectfully submitted,

Linda Bates


